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Useful Mediation Styles: Facilitative and Evaluative
Let’s start at the end. The dispute is resolved and
the parties have an agreement. All present hope
to have achieved the goal: resolution of the dispute reduced to a written agreement that will be
durable and lasting. Data show that agreements
entered into voluntarily have higher rates of
compliance than those imposed by a third party
(e.g. judge, arbitrator). How did we arrive at a
voluntary sustainable agreement?
First, who is the mediator and why should
parties trust him/her with this process? Did s/he
Kristen Sloan Maccini, Esq.
come recommended by their lawyer? As the result
Key Mediation LLC
of a joint process of elimination? By an algorithm
North Kingstown
that matched subject matter, geography, and mediation member professional? Because s/he was/is
a respected trial lawyer? Maybe. But equally likely
is even if parties start mediation somewhat
warily of either the mediator, the process, or
Perhaps somewhat
both, most respond favorably and producparadoxically, a successtively when given an opportunity to be fully
fully employed genuinely
heard in a private confidential forum which
prioritizes their determination of everything
facilitative style has the
that is important to the dispute, including
capacity to motivate parthe timeframe. With nothing characterized
ties to temporarily suspend as “irrelevant” (as might be according to the
their firm legal positions
Rules of Evidence), each side gets to tell its
in favor of acknowledging story. The mediator managing that process
must be able to elicit these stories devoting
their genuine underlying
sufficient time and attention to the aspects
interests.
deemed most important by the parties.
It is critically important to manage this
process respectfully and efficiently. Listening without interruption until a party has finished speaking is advised, which is sometimes followed by the
mediator’s careful rephrasing for clarity and/or
summarization if the offering has been lengthy,
always seeking party assent to any mediator
characterization. A mediator who is facilitating
generally allows parties to lead and responds
with curiosity and interest – not judgment.
In so doing s/he honors the history and travel of
the dispute. This stage may be the most important
opportunity to build trust, which is essential in
order to proceed with integrity to subsequent
phases of mediation.
It frequently does not proceed as you imagine
it might at the outset. Human beings are complex.
The mediator may be introducing new language

that s/he sees has potential to gain agreement from
both sides (akin to refining an agreed statement of
facts in real time in litigation). Parties on the same
side may not be in agreement. Or they may take
two steps forward and one step back. It is work
that requires critical listening skills, an ability to
pivot, and a great deal of patience.
The mediator is managing the energy in the
room working towards a time in the process when
both sides believe they have had a chance to talk
about what matters to them and that the mediator
has acknowledged their input and understood
what they said. Ideally, it is an identifiable moment
in the process where the work can shift from telling stories to identifying reasonable options. This
is the work required to facilitate productive negotiations. In the words of Lawrence Susskind, Ford
Professor of Urban and Environmental Planning
at MIT where he has been a faculty member for
over forty (40) years and one of the founders and
directors of the Program on Negotiation (PON)
at Harvard Law School:
Before people are ready to settle they must
believe that their interests are truly understood.
Only then can the mediator reframe and engage
in creative solutions.1
Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, a successfully
employed genuinely facilitative style has the capacity to motivate parties to temporarily suspend
their firm legal positions in favor of acknowledging their genuine underlying interests. It may
simply be a byproduct of earned trust and the
desire to be done with the dispute.
Does a facilitative style get the job done? Sometimes, as where parties have fixed time constraints,
have a goal of preserving a relationship or seek to
stay out of court under all circumstances. At other
times, even if they believe they have a good legal
argument and can afford litigation, parties may
prioritize their own mental and emotional needs
to avoid litigation. For these people, the prospect
of litigation is so anxiety producing (the unknown
of future demands on their time, money and peace
of mind) that they respond positively to pure
facilitation and accept that process as the quickest
fair method of getting the dispute behind them.
But there are parties who seem wedded to their
legal positions, seemingly unable or unwilling to
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move away from them, even temporarily. Admitting genuine
interests feels too risky.
A mediator may continue in the facilitative style if asked to
help sort out the merits of a party’s legal argument, even going
so far as to offer a suggestion if the parties or their attorneys
seek the same. Offering a suggestion is giving the parties an
option they might not have come up with on their own. It may
be helpful when parties have run out of ideas or arrived at an
impasse.
Expressing an opinion is different. Should a mediator express
an opinion that offers judgment of an issue? What if the mediator is asked outright for an opinion on the merits of the case?
Mediators giving opinions is generally thought to violate the
parties’ right to self-determination (see also footnote 4).2
A skilled mediator can (and should) utilize more than one
style of mediation, sometimes depending upon the goal sought
when the mediator was engaged, the stage of the mediation, or
in response to firmly entrenched parties dug in to their legal positions. Parties and their attorneys will have discussed their goals
and expectations for the mediation in advance of the mediation
session. And this discussion will include an explanation of a
mediator’s methodologies so that multiple styles are expected,
and the mediator will utilize them where they can be most effective in finding any common ground between the parties.
My own belief is that when a facilitative approach in the
early stages has garnered desirable results, it is better to stay
facilitative until either or both parties request(s) for you to be
evaluative. (In caucus with one side it is easier to use evaluative
techniques in a more fully candid way, as caucuses are private
unless a party requests otherwise).3 An evaluative approach
before a party has asked for it may raise questions about mediator loyalties or even his/her impartiality. Waiting to be asked
for your opinion or recommendation is also perhaps the best
way not to run afoul of party self-determination.4 And consider
carefully whether it is a suggestion or an opinion that is being
sought.
Mediators are frequently asked, “What do you think a
judge would do?” This, of course, is usually a complex question
with legal merits comprising only one component. It seeks
an opinion. Your experience may allow you to respond with
a reasonable range of probabilities. This assessment capability
borne of litigation experience may, in fact, be part of the value
you bring to the dispute as a mediator. Evaluative mediation is
most often used in court-mandated mediation, and evaluative
mediators are often attorneys who have legal expertise in the
area of the dispute. Keep in mind, however, that when you use
an evaluative style there are other ethical mandates besides party
self-determination of which to be mindful. For example, perhaps
you are experienced in landlord/tenant cases. It may be tempting to respond to a pro se tenant who has been properly served,
who asks you what will likely happen in court if he cannot pay
his back rent. While you may be fairly confident with that answer, you risk giving legal advice (acting as a lawyer) to a party
in a case where you are acting as mediator. Mixing roles (lawyer
and mediator) is not permitted.5 Mediators are wise to always
be careful with any response to this question though it is likely
they will almost always be asked.
An important question in the evaluative realm that generates
strong opinions on both sides is whether mediators should ever

generate their own proposals.6 It seems like this answer is a clear
no. But consider the situation where negotiations are exhausted
but the parties aren’t too far apart in their demands. Private
caucuses have put the mediator in a position to have an idea of
what both parties may accept. In this instance, a mediator may
suggest a number that is not related to his/her personal opinion
of where s/he thinks it should settle; rather, it is based upon a
number somewhere between the two positions he s/he may have
learned in caucuses, close to what both parties might accept. It’s
generally a last resort. And because it comes from the mediator
it has the added benefit of avoiding “reactive devaluation” –
or the tendency to reject any proposal from an opponent.7
Skilled mediators have more tools and techniques to help
resolve disputes than simply employing facilitative and evaluative styles. But these two styles often encompass the majority
of a mediator’s operating mode. And so that is usually the expectation when we begin. No matter what the dispute is about,
we embark upon a process that must start with and prioritize
rapport building. As rapport is built, trust may follow. And a
mediator must continue to earn trust thereafter using facilitative
and evaluative skills conscientiously. That style may not guarantee an agreement, but it’s the best route to the promise of one.
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